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Necessity to Record 

We could be together with the old clouds and the old wind when none of  this 
would matter as it stands, and when someone could sing or talk and nothing 
was recorded but in the mind and in the blood, passed on as so from generation 
to generation.

But in the 21st century we are here scattered to all parts under a fall-time hazy 
gray, in the dirge of  the cities and darkness where trash bags blow and carry the 
stink of  sewers or nightclub perfume; in the suburbs of  pristine homogeneity 
with 9-to-5s as just another way of  saying “No way out”; in the fields of  
the farm where the corn stalks are forming to a fall brown chaos of  papery 
windchimes; in a small town cramped with woven basket stores, home-visiting 
doctors, and local town meetings being met with an outside onslaught paving 
down the woods for perfected plaza structures and an ethos of  convenience 
over preservation. 

And some of  you are scattered to the depths of  loneliness, and maybe others 
are wandering for next meals, blamed by bounced checks and shit jobs. And 
some have landed on the decent side of  Fortune’s wheel—the one that never 
seems to roll over and crush you in the ground—and found themselves 
jealously successful, with lover or retirement funds or a simple joy that meets 
no materialistic requirement. But success or no, we are all sitting uncomfortable 
in our seats nervously pouring our souls over expressing something. There is 
some good and some wrong in life, and we know this, and we all are trying our 
best to define it.

We could be together with the old clouds and old wind where everything was 
passed on, but now necessity dictates a permanence, an immovable bulwark, 
a bastion against our first-world mobility—a place of  meeting, hard and firm. 
There is too much movement for nothing to be put down. The mind and the 
blood are dried-up river beds: they cannot carry as they once could. Far more 
than ever, it is by the obligation of  our blurring, fading surroundings that we 
must keep, at the very least, our expression intact.
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It begins here and ends in a little while...
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                 Nick DePascal  
                  Winter in Hartford

It was evening all afternoon. 
It was snowing 
And it was going to snow.
-Wallace Stevens, “Thirteen Ways of  Looking at a Blackbird”
 
Snow falls on houses and cars, 
creating lines where none were before. 
You were born in cold weather

and reborn yearly in the angles of  winter. 
Always a ready voyeur 
on some eternal February morning,

at a cabin outside of  Hartford with windows  
nearly frozen over, you just managed to make out 
a scene indescribable,

except in poem:

A coven of  crones 
burning their wigs and nylon stockings 
into pools of  sticky saliva

and cackling at the sight— 
a return to youth—which for you 
would hold the secrets of  seasons,

the changing of  old guard to new.  
And here you would remark  
that sometimes there was a cabin
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and sometimes there wasn’t,
but that ultimately nature’s constant revolutions 
reflect only our own interior gloom.
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Jeff  Schiff
Life as Hummingbird

You want to believe
 there’s not a single rapscallion
  defector

among them
 ruby-throated  black-chinned
  buff-bellied

You want to believe prom night
 in the thicket
  that none cinch their cummerbunds

trying to slow themselves
 into the static world
  Rather

home & hearth
 a bunch of  teensy hummers
  cradled in straw bassinets

The older ones
 abuzz in sanctioned chores
  hauling silk

happily hauling lichen
 over petunia and thistle
  You want to believe

communion is sweet
 red water
  dangling from a kindly sky
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that those zipping yard to yard
 have tippled hard
  their bellies full of  some sloshing god
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                         William Fenton  
                Where I Would Place You

You do not belong in a meadows of  Grindelwald,
Not where Globe-flowers bloom, wither, bloom, 
Feeding off  one another as cannibals, 
only to blossom in false, fleeting yellow,
Never mind those insatiable earthworms,
Who hollow out the earth, fatten on corpses,
And die in the dirt beneath the sun’s rays,
Or in some greedy Wren’s beak.

Nor would I place you on the shores of  Savusavu,
No, that would not do,
What with the ocean sucking away its banks,
Pāua shells crushed to a dust that falls 
So effortlessly through the fingertips
Or is piled onto a child’s castle,
An afternoon’s diversion,
Rinsed away with waves.

And forget the fog swathed peaks of  Bernese Alps,
Not where the wind wears down their tops
And leaves them cold and cracked,
Or where a Chamois dies alone,
Ribs collapsing upon one another,
Only to be nibbled away by scavengers,
Or even worse, buried in snow
And rediscovered the next spring.

No, if  it were up to me, 
I would place you in a landfill
—Okeechobee, Puente Hills, El Sobrante—
The kind of  garbage dump that ripples
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In the summer heat, burns the nostril,
And browns grass, permanently.
So spoiled, it’s virginal, again:
Unblemished by life, time, death. 

Toxic to flowers, worms,
Birds, waves, children and scavengers,
The landfill is our Grecian Urn.
I engrave you in its surface,
Wrap you in a gown of  plastic,
Place you atop a cathedral of  Styrofoam,
And preserve you, as you are in this moment,
While I, and the rest of  the world, rot away.
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                          Holly Day  
                             The Ditch

the day my great-granddad died, he dug the hole
by himself, all the way square to six feet deep.
Jumped in the hole, lay down
pulled his gun out and
shot himself  clean through the head.
His suicide note just said
“Shouldn’t be too much trouble
just push the dirt back in.” 

apparently inspired by this story, 
my grandmother’s first husband
hung himself  in the bedroom he shared 
with his wife, left the door wide open
so anyone coming into the house would first see
his shit and piss-stained body dangling from the ceiling. 
My aunt and uncle, aged 5 and 7, found this waiting
when they came home from school.

when my husband talks about suicide
I tell him
make it clean. 
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                      Steve Meador  
             Fall at Highbanks

Warmth has tilted south
Riverbank shale shares blackness
With a new moon’s face

Saw-edged elm leaves shake
Sprinkle streams with harmless shards
Yellow boats drift free

The odor of  oak
Rough bark and rings around heart
Smoke from a chimney

Frost sews new clothing
Vines don a velvet jacket
Sun unzips it all 

Cedar waxwings sing
From bare sycamore branches
Echoes stuff  the gorge

Ice flavors the air
Soil will harden like amber
Clouds split like white quartz
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Amy Bernays
Log Wrapped in Snow
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              Nanette Rayman Rivera  
               Lost in Truro

Amy Bernays
Log Wrapped in Snow

Your on the lam is a ballerina rotating 
her sickled foot on rotted wood 
and the dunes fingering your cheap motel landing 
are échappé sauté.  Someone glides by your window 
                                                                         
in pas de bourrée couru, the small even 
steps of  a child.  What more could I say since 
the day you found no breakfast on your plate, egg-white 
looks on your brothers’ faces.  Now your Diaspora 
  
begs revelation from beachcombers in Truro— 
They can’t guess you’re from Onset.  Think New York,  
Paris.  Let them think you’re such a lovely macadam. 
You’ll abide, realizing the hardest beauties are 
 
from the most explosive of  oceans. Across Cape 
Cod Bay the jacked up Highland Light House 
illuminates the hemisphere; pretty enough 
but not pretty as you when you jeté battued 
  
with the bees and rhododendrons 
back when I was in your shoes. I knew 
your girlhood, that blench house of  Buchner flasks made snug 
for the neighbors.  They might’ve come to take you, 
lighten you, save you, dance with you, let hair grow on you, 
but bellies can’t stop filling with vomit your mama-storm tore loose. 
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                                 Patrick Kanouse  
                             Logos

As silence beckons silence
The fractured sentence wrenches
Between us and what was
Certain flickers, stutters.

And should the seams of  sky
Seem to split, from the chaos
Of  snow, the glistening word
Yields and breaks in the wind.
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                              Sandy Green  
         Yesterday is Tomorrow

Sometimes I feel I’m going to be 
sucked down the stairs—
like Giselle
who was swallowed by her grave,
falling, falling, backwards
into the airless, black hole

Or like my great grandmother 
when the smell of  cellar 
jerked her down the steps

Only I’m talking about the basement stairs,
the door widening as I pass it
while the steps vanish
and the floor disappears

I would drop in that 
slow motion adagio
where time winds backwards,
knocking and thumping my head
sprawling at the bottom
staring at the ceiling
wondering how my feet betrayed me.
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                         Robert Lietz  
                         Nickel Plate Avenue                           

     Ohio’s sculpting overcast     / sculpting     screams 
in time     — and     the old man’s     

     cheered     by     all     the rosy company.  So what 
if      the coffee     seems     too much 

     like suds     and   Benzedrine     / if  the factory grass —
bordering     his     side-yard     — resembles     

     pasts    he thought     were past     and     finished with?  
Enough     that     it’s overcast     the Fourth.  

     Enough that stars     that seemed to go out with the music 
speak this way to him     — these     voices     

     like     guitars     — like     one     and    one     first love    
that     walked off      with the brushes — 

     imagining     was     and     is     — believing     a place     
for green     and     every     green 

     exuberance.  And     what     a place     for promises —
 inviting     the light     from him — 

     for     plastics     and     fluted glass     — and     all    
they    had     wanted once — 

     if      only     the planets     overhead     — another     
brand     new     audience — 

     inviting     his fingers     again     to     strings — 
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these     voices     prompting     

      let’s     imagine     it     — as     one more     
holiday     picks up     — as     

     planets    skim and dip     — plunge    
through     the dark    — like

     boardroom interests.

*

     So     what     if  the yard-man     cuts his own — 
if  the hummy     — visiting     — sips 
     at the monarda     — letting     the grey light 
build     — these     colors     as likely
     as     woods-carpeting     and     creek-bottoms 
inspire     — and     the daylight     
     builds     — on any form     worth commenting — 
over     the weeds     and rakes   
     / barrows and antiques     — this advertising 
braggging     one more holiday 
     and live bait     / one more evening
and twelve strings — 
     warm     as     the local light
and     
     shades of  grey   on     
Nickel 
     Plate?

*

     He’d call this     sitting with the kids.  And the art — 
made up     of  toothbrushes 

     and     sun chips     / of  guitars     and     greybeards 
stretching     on     their     Harleys — 

     these     gum-stud rockers      — getting     the music 
out of  him     — making     some case     
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     for regional     — he’d call this     one more holiday — 
built in this Mars light overhead     — in 

     the spot-check’s gaze     — eying all and roundabout — 
leaving the boom and bang to him     — propped 

     with the kids     on pillows     the road’s-edge haulers 
hawked for sport     — with     what might be     

     planets     anyway     or     brand-names     in decline — 
crashing     through air     and atmospheres — 

     out     of      this night sky     cleared     and     filled     
by factory lights     — where     he     will imagine     

     audience     — building     this case     for    memory      
and     daytime     running lights — 

*

     for     measuring     the pitch     of  stones     no one     
would set at such an angle     — the pitch     

     of      brand-new instruments     — here     — where     
the permits itched     — where the raccoon — 

     sampling / spreading     the bone-meal roundabout — 
knows     built-to-last     means everything — 

     a  people     spending     out-of-trusts     and 
stretching     on    their Harleys — 

     taking     the advance green     straight     — leaving 
this dark again to him     — and     

     every     alien     transmission     — with     
only     this screen     

     to hold      the old hound     home
          and whimpering.
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The Scrapper, a documentary, follows the nightly routine of  one of  Philadelphia’s 
scrappers. Scrapping is a way of  life in many urban areas where a tremendous 
wealth disparity exists in close proximity. After the sun sets the Scrapper tra-
verses the urban landscape in search of  treasure. The film sheds light on a hid-
den yet pervasive sub culture through a man who desires to be understood and 
respected for doing the activity that he loves. As the secrets of  his shadowy 
activities become revealed so do the details of  his surprising past. Presented 
here are shots and excerpt interviews from the film.

      
                 Jonathan Olshefski  
                             The Scrapper
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“I think I’m the only one who scraps with skates on now. I’ve seen people rollerblade, 
but I think I’m the only one who scraps with rollerblades on. ‘Cuz you get around a lot 
quicker than these people who walk. I can move 15 blocks to their 2. You can cover 
more real estate so to speak. People are intrigued. They say, “Wow, check this guy out.” 
Rather than when you are walking people say a scrapper is a bum and they throw a rock 
at him. It happens ya know. It happened to me once. I got hit in the face with a BRICK 
ONCE. It did a lot of  damage. If  I was on my skates I probably could have gotten 
away. It’s an escape device too. You can skate a heck of  a lot faster than you can run 
if  you are being chased by a gang of  kids, which happens quite a lot in Philadelphia. 
15, 16 years olds—you get to be pretty big boys at that age. And sometimes they have 
a lot of  idle time and if  they see someone scrapping they look at him as a target and 
they will come and jump ya. But if  you’re on skates—zoooom, they can’t catch ya. You 
find a lot of  clothes, brand new clothes, with tags, sometimes jackets. Everything I’m 
wearing right there I found scrapping. Right down to the hat.”
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“If  the magnet doesn’t stick to the metal it is precious metal. It could be cop-
per, brass, bronze, aluminum—there’s all different grades of  aluminum too. You 
have die cast aluminum. You have aluminum on the wheels on a car, it is higher 
quality than cans. If  the magnet sticks to it you’ve got iron. The magnet does not 
stick to stainless steel. I don’t know why they call it stainless steel. It will stick to 
steel though. Stainless steel is at the bottom of  the scale of  precious metals. You 
separate all the different types of  metal before you cash out. They are all worth 
different values so you put them on the scale separately as you go and then cal-
culate how much you get paid.”
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“This is bourbon whisky. I went to rehab over this shit once.  I went to rehab 
in 1982 for bourbon and I don’t usually drink bourbon, but I find a bottle of  
bourbon when I’m scrapping. The addiction in me…duhduhduhduhduhduhduh 
one bottle of  bourbon is not going to bring me back. Chase it with a little coke. 
That’s the shit. I’m telling you. This bottle of  bourbon probably cost 14 dollars 
add that to my cash to how much I make in a night, so you have to add that to 
my total of  how much I made.”
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                        Jen Hemphill  
                  Three

I. Three months

In the first photograph it is May at the New River Gorge in West Virginia, 
and I’m on a route called Fall Line that goes up next to a waterfall. I’m so 
close to the top that I can spot the anchor chains just above my head where 
the rhododendrons droop over the cliff ’s edge, above where the cool spray 
off  the falls could chill my bare arms and shoulders. I’m wearing an orange-
print tank top with spaghetti straps that makes me itch along my sides and a 
worn, faded favorite pair of  short black pants. I’m looking down at my feet 
and hanging straight-armed off  of  the steep rock. My back is curled like a 
comma against the rays of  sun that blur the other lines of  my body. 

Outside the photograph my husband Brian plays with Sebastien, my son 
who has recently turned two, nearby in a pile of  leaves while eating peanut 
butter out of  the container with a knife. Belaying me is one of  my old climb-
ing friends. This picture is shot during a trip she has taken to the New for a 
couple of  months from her home in Boulder, Colorado. She will climb Fall 
Line with me this day and later on in the afternoon I will tell her why I keep 
falling off  while she does not. 

In this picture, I’m pregnant, almost through with the first trimester 
though it doesn’t show. My uterus is still safely tucked away inside my pelvis 
and my waist has only just begun to thicken. The photograph holds remind-
ers for me of  feeling bloated and unable to catch my breath, feeling heavy 
and tired, feeling blurry. 

In this picture, I have only recently come to terms with the pregnancy. 
When I found out I was pregnant a month earlier, I had just reached a 
point in my climbing where I was feeling strong again since Sebastien came 
along. I was ready to get back into route climbing, spending weekends at 
the New. Gestation would put all this off  another two years. I will tell this 
to my friend, sitting next to her on a boulder after we are done climbing. 
My dilemma seems trifling in comparison to her troubles. She got married 
when I was three months pregnant with Sebastien and has recently finalized 
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her divorce. At this moment we are miles apart in understanding each other, 
though we try. But I also will tell her that I am beginning to be happy that 
Sebastien will have a sibling to play with, that a weekend of  climbing will 
work better if  he has a playmate.  I stop voicing the question that continually 
pops up in my mind: How long will it take for a baby to be able to play with 
its older brother? 

II. Six months

In the second photograph, it is September, and I’m top-roping a route I can 
climb in my sleep, a route that I won’t fall on. The view is from above and in 
the center is a new body part I have acquired—cleavage. My light blue tank 
top is stretched tight over my bulging everythings; it is probably time for me 
to start wearing maternity clothes. My belly puffs out over my harness and 
looks slightly bigger than a beer-gut. Inside my womb, the baby squirms, 
kicking off  from the waist belt to take another lap. I won’t feel weird or 
uncomfortable with my harness on until I sit in it at the top of  the route and 
am lowered down slowly to the ground. Then, I will lean way back so there is 
no pressure from the harness on my belly. This is the last time I will tie in to 
climb a route on a rope even though I still feel strong enough.

At the time this photograph is taken, Brian and I have recently found 
out that Sebastien will have a little brother when this child is born. I imagine 
them climbing together, doing everything together. I have trouble contem-
plating how another boy will be different from Sebastien, how he will look 
different from Sebastien, how he will do everything differently from Sebas-
tien. At the moment of  this picture, I can only think of  two tousle-topped 
Sebastiens. I think that any difference will be okay as long as Number Two 
sleeps as well as Number One did. 

A friend of  ours has taken this photograph from above me on another 
route, where he is dangling from a rope, camera in hand. Below on the 
ground are his wife and their several-month-old daughter. While Brian belays 
me, she watches Sebastien and her baby and stresses that his dirty, little-boy 
hands should stay clear from the baby toys since they end up in the baby’s 
mouth. This makes me smile and remember how paranoid we were of  germs 
and dirt when Sebastien was three months old, and how we draped netting 
over him to keep the mosquitoes away the first couple of  times we took him 
outside climbing.

In this picture, I may be wondering how I’ll be different with Baby 
Number Two because of  what I’ve learned from Number One. I’m more 
confident this time around. I trust my body, my motherly instincts. I’m confi-
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dent in my ability to make decisions for the good of  this baby. I won’t worry 
about dirt anymore. Will I? 

III. Nine months

In the third photograph it is November, and I’m climbing low to the ground 
as a little Sebastien runs behind me through the fallen leaves, pacifier giving 
him a clown face. My pink shirt is stretched over what looks like a basketball. 
My arms are up, hands above my head as I traverse on the toes of  my climb-
ing shoes. In a pair of  blue jeans, climbing at nine months pregnant looks like 
the most casual thing for me to be doing. 

In this picture the baby is active while I climb. When I stretch my lower 
back like a cat and let my belly relax as I’m hanging onto the rock, the baby 
jams an elbow out my side and pokes a heel out just below my ribs. He wants 
to stretch too, or climb maybe. Then he sticks his hiney out above my belly 
button and shifts over to his other side.  My abdomen has ceased being 
round and is rather lumpy than anything else, but this is not evident in the 
picture. 

The picture also does not show that I move slow and am out of  breath 
without room for my lungs to fully expand. It doesn’t show that my stomach 
and my heart are as close neighbors as they will ever be, one being blamed 
for the pain the other gives me when I eat too much or anything at all for 
that matter. The picture also doesn’t show Brian who holds the camera or 
the other men who are climbing around us. It doesn’t show what they think 
or feel as I inch along the rock, as intensely woman as I can be, fecund and 
climbing. Am I intruding on their masculinity, or do I perhaps recall for them 
images of  their own mothers? 

The photograph is fuzzy with low contrast. It looks like it should be 
framed in the baby’s room to remind the kids and parents of  what the 
mother looked like at this strange moment, baby in utero. It looks very old, 
yet timeless. I think of  pictures of  my own mother, pregnant. I realize that 
I am almost exactly at the same stage of  life as she was in those pictures. It 
gives me a strange sense of  time travel, as if  I am suddenly embodying her. It 
makes me wonder about my boys looking at this photograph of  their mother 
in the future. What will they think of  her and what she is doing?
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                     Fred Longworth  
                       But No, Out the Window it Goes                           

You hear the word so often,
your eardrums wrap themselves
in Kevlar. The finger always points at you,
like Torquemada selecting the next heretic
to burn. You know this like you know
the number of  fingers in a fist:
the last thing they want is for you
to take the wheel. No, no —
your role is to sit in the passenger seat
with hands folded like a cloth napkin
and do penance any time the drivers
hit a bump. God help you
when they slide across a slick of  ice
and run into a ditch. That’s when
they scream that the drip-drip-drip of  fluids
into your bladder has upset the synchrony
of  their hands and feet. It goes like this
for decades; then one day their eyes
are blurred, their limbs are shaking
like flat tires on battered rims.
They toss the key to you.
If  only you were responsible, you would
raise a hand to catch it.
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                        Brandon Roy  
         Amour Charme: Sonnenizio on a Line from Arlene Ang                           

We breathe silence and, on rare days, hold hands.
You can breathe easier at night 

and forget about your troubles
Breathe in the light, breathe out, breathe in

I stand in silence and submission
And on rare occasions we hold hands, twisting and stretching space

We stand as still enemies in silence
It's a rare performance we give each other

I drew a veve on my hand
Squeezing my palms: This pain is my code of  silence

It all began with she who breathes prayers on her hands
Beautiful mademoiselle lived in silence

And flashes one of  her rare smiles 
I see her every once in a while
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        Brent A. Fisk
                               Tinder                          

Whole constellations rose  
from fallen embers.  
 
At the flickering edge of  the shadows, I heard  
the branch snap, the unseen whirr and coo.  
 
The heat drew down the dusty moth,  
wing-stunned and spinning in the leaves.  
 
I moved from lawn chair to lawn chair, buried  
my face in the back of  my father.  
 
I have always been a child  
the smoke follows. Green wood  
 
whine, the gnarled bough of  flame-licked cedar.  
The hiss and pop lullaby  
 
that brings a drunken drowse. Mother's face above me  
in sleep, soft as smoke past the window.
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                       Steve Meador  
                   Flowers and Smoke

I didn’t know shit
about zinnias, marigolds or four o’clocks, 
asters, primrose or touch-me-nots.
My grandmother knew the peculiar
needs of  all green things.
She told me to scatter
the eggshells and coffee grounds
at certain spots;
I did a half-assed sprinkling
over the entire bed. 

I didn’t know shit
about second-hand smoke,
a thin stem of  aroma that groped 
for my lungs as it sprouted from the burl
bowl. The mixture of  Sir Walter Raleigh 
and Cherry Blend cracked and hissed
every time my grandfather drew 
a flame into the brown shreds.
The grayness of  the air that surrounded
him was the nightshade in his garden.

I didn’t know shit
about death, until they were gone.
Now one of  my favorite things
in nature is to squeeze the tiny 
touch-me-not seedpod, 
watch the seeds spill like pepper
onto my palm. One of  my favorite
health risks is to inhale 
every atom of  air
that carries a hint of  Cherry Blend.
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Amy Bernays
Ice Painting
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June 13th, the first hot day.
 
Heard it from someone
who heard it from one of  life’s chosen gossip-mongers
that my mother wishes I would go to see her more often.
 
On come the shorts
and the T shirt with the scowling penguins.
It will be an abortive day,
lying about, doing nothing.
The sun will make me shade my eyes.
And that gossip will make me shade my ears.
 
At least, there’s fresh strawberries now.
And apricots. And peaches.
And naturally bronzed skin is just around the corner.
And how fresh is the fish.
 
All this light, I feel like a plant
growing up and out and riper.
Can’t return to the begging bowl of  home in this condition.
Not when my smile is as wide and white
as the beach before me.
 
Go home when the fog burned off  long before I awoke.
Not I.
Go home when my footprints log their freedom
in the almighty dunes and I can sit on a rock
among pelicans that fake casual as they scan sea for fish.
No way.
Go home when all the world is my home,

      
                           John Grey  
                    Tale of  the Summer Son
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big and bold enough to accommodate me.
Sorry. See you in the fall.
 
It needs a chill to miss her cooking.
A lack of  summer fruit to bring out
my hunger for maternal love.
And, of  course, all skin must be pale as ghosts
if  ghosts are still to come a-calling.
I’ll lie on the beach instead.
It’s like ballet
but without the movement in her direction.
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                    Fred Longworth  
                   In Her Garden

Foxgloves cast their lines
and reel in the shade.

Gerberas, blessed to have no eyes,
stare straight into the sun.

Roly-polys crawl
beneath the cobblestones.

Legions of  gladiolus sling tiny
canteens over their shoulders,

And share a sip with any friend
who bares a drying leaf.

In the shadow of  the sundial,
the hours gather

Like small children
with no purpose but to play.
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                       Steve Meador  
                            Full Moon

Grass blades rake against the tender
of  my back and wield the sharpness 
of  youth, in aroma leaking from recent
cut tips. I look up into nothingness 
that is everything and watch a full 
moon waft above our winged elm.
It is the same perfect disk that 600 
times ago lit my face, in Savannah,
as I released the chameleons 
from a mayonnaise jar and exposed 
the courage of  the one that wouldn’t
run.  The same glaring fullness 
that illuminated the lips of  my first kiss 
and traced the beauty of  the human 
body. The same lighted globe that 
arches west until it is in the Far East, 
where it will hitch a ride in a rickshaw 
and return in 30 days to remind me of
the joy when I saw it last & the sadness
that there is one less lantern to enjoy.
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                        Brandon Roy  
            Busy Mom’s Suicide Note

Family - I left supper on the stove. You may want to warm it up. 
Greg - I took care of  all the arrangements. Your good suit is at the 
cleaner.
Jamie - Don't forget your violin lesson—Thursday. 
Scott - Be sure to take the clothes out the washer  and put them in the 
dryer.

I left the ticket for the dry cleaning on the island in the kitchen. 

P.S. - Peroxide will probably get that blood out the carpet.
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                      Allan Shapiro  
                     Rebuilding Society

 That night I was too happy to not fall asleep. That night I was convinced the 
world was coming to an end. I was watching Night of  the Comet and it reminded 
me of  when I was bar mitzvah’ed and how I thought such an event would be 
the catalyst for the world’s end and how disappointed I was that it wasn’t. The 
world was what it was and continued in earnest up to this point.

So that night I listened to a woman loudly moaning outside before I fell 
asleep. The moans consisted of  unintelligible words, just a collection of  mean-
ingless tones rising from her gut and scratching through her throat, over and 
over, the same sound over and over, until a man yelled out a window, “Will you 
please just shut the fuck up!” and the woman stopped, and when she contin-
ued again, her meaninglessness was much quieter.

Then I smiled as I continued to watch Night of  the Comet because I knew 
it was coming soon, and before I knew it, I was asleep, dreaming of  being in a 
place I had never been before, and in this place I had never been before, I was 
frantically searching for a place to live. It was a complicated place to negotiate 
since most of  the streets were actually hallways in an apartment building and 
in order to get from one area of  the neighborhood to another, I had to pass 
through other peoples’ homes. Most of  these homes were filled with beautiful 
college-aged women and the catch phrase for the dream was “My baby only 
loves my butter” and the women who uttered such a phrase did so while rub-
bing handfuls of  butter on their chests. “My baby only gets his butter from 
me,” they were saying, and when I finally found a door with a For Rent sign 
on it, I realized it was a place where I had been before. The people who lived 
there were moving out and it had started to rain and muscular men were car-
rying furniture covered in plastic out to a van and the old woman who owned 
the place offered to show me around. Before I could agree, the man who had 
been living there told me I needed to draw him some blueprints for his new 
house. “I don’t know how to draw blueprints,” I told him and the man im-
mediately became quite angered with me. I could see the difficulty they were 
having moving all his plastic-covered furniture in the rain and I told him I 
would help. I told him that helping him move his furniture in the rain seemed 
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a far more pressing concern than doing something I was incapable of  doing, 
but he did not agree. I could tell the dream was almost over and I knew I had 
to find a place to live before it did. The man, however, would not budge on 
the issue of  his needed architecture and he was persistently pushing me in the 
chest while asking me where I got my butter from. Finally I told him I was 
vegan even though I’m not anymore and he said, “That’s no excuse,” and then 
I woke up and the words “My baby only loves my butter” were still repeating 
like a song in my head.

I had left my TV on and Friends was flashing across the screen and I knew 
that such a thing had to be an omen that the world was ending and even though 
it was six in the morning, I shot out of  bed and took a shower. I had been wait-
ing for the world to end for so long that I just couldn’t wait anymore.

I am dancing in the shower as I sing the butter song. I am getting soap in 
my eyes. I am imagining all the things I will need to do to prepare for such an 
event and I have to resist the temptation to run naked out of  my shower to 
grab a cigarette, which I can smoke while waiting the interminable minute that 
the conditioner conditions my hair.

Then I’m clean and I don’t have to shave because the world is coming to 
an end and I don’t have to wait for anything anymore so I buy a half-pint of  
bourbon with my coffee and I’m drinking both while eating a blueberry muf-
fin.

The bus is filled with smiling, happy people on their way to work. “They 
must know they’re already dead too,” I say to myself  and I sit calmly on the 
bus, smiling and happy. I can’t wait for my last day of  work. I sit there on the 
bus, smelling what all the different people smell like and looking out the win-
dow at what a dying world looks like and I just can’t wait to be walking down 
deserted streets while wearing sunglasses on a sunny, post-apocalypse day and 
when I’m off  the bus, I’m skipping my way to work, smoking a cigarette, sip-
ping at my coffee laden with bourbon and humming the chorus to the butter 
song. Then I see Nicole smoking and pacing in front of  the Food For All and 
I’m smiling and waving and skipping as I approach.

Nicole stops pacing when she sees me. She has a curious expression on 
her face and I can tell that she’s not sure what she’s looking at.

“You’re early!” she says.
“Why are you early?” she says.
“You haven’t been watching Night of  the Comet again, have you?” she says.
“Yep,” I say before I sing, “My baby only loves my butter,” and I turn her 

crooked smile into open lips as I approach her and I’m giving her a kiss before 
she pushes me in the chest and says, “Not in front of  the Food For All!”

“None of  that matters now,” I say as I smile and light another cigarette.
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“The world is coming to an end and soon we’ll be the only two who are 
left,” I say.

“My baby only gets her butter from me,” I say.
Then I sit down on the curb while I continue to smoke and bob my head 

to the butter song.
“What’s with you?” she says as she sits down next to me.
“It wasn’t that good of  a movie,” she says.
I can tell she’s looking at me with a smile on her face as she lights another 

cigarette. I put my arm around her waist to pull her closer to me.
“Cut it out,” she says, trying to squirm free from my grasp but not trying 

hard enough to succeed.
“People will see,” she says.
“None of  that matters now,” I say.
“When the world comes to an end, I want to be right here with you, sitting 

and smoking in front of  the Food For All,” I say.
“You’re crazy,” she says, with dimples in her cheeks. 
She sneaks a kiss to the side of  my face.
I try to turn in time so that in lands on my lips but I’m too late, so instead 

I lick the side of  her face and she laughs again and elbows me in the side.
“That’s gross!” she says, but she’s looking at me too long to mean it so 

I come in for a kiss again and this time she doesn’t move away, doesn’t push 
me in the chest, even though I can still see her looking behind me to see if  
anybody is watching.

I love Nicole because I love Nicole and I hate the world so when we stop 
kissing I say, “Now that’s what I call butter!” and she looks at me like I’m crazy 
and I stand up and take a deep breath. Then I kneel down in front of  her and 
remove from my jacket pocket a circle of  plastic that I kept from the cap of  
my half-pint of  bourbon and I hold it in one hand as if  it was a ring and take 
her hand with my other.

Then I say, “Nicole,” and she looks at me suspiciously and says, “Yeah?”
Then I take another deep breath while looking down at her hands, before 

looking back up at her with a smile that is answered by a smile of  her own, 
dimples and all. 

“Will you marry me?”
She looks at me like I’m crazy and says, “You’re crazy,” but she does not 

pull her hands away.
“I’m serious,” I say.
“No, you’re crazy,” she says.
“That too,” I say.
“The world’s going to come to an end and I want to be your husband 
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when it does,” I say.
“The world is not coming to an end,” she says.
“Why not?” I say.
Nicole calls me crazy again but still lets me hold her hand. Then she says, 

“I’m not going to marry you just because you think the world’s going to come 
to an end.”

“That’s not the only reason,” I say. Then I quickly put the plastic ring 
around her finger and look up and say, “Hello, Mrs. Schmuckowitz,” and she 
shakes her head and laughs.

“It doesn’t even fit,” she says as she admires the thing that hangs from the 
base of  her ring finger.

“I didn’t have enough time to get it sized,” I say as I stand with a groan, 
adding as I do, “Proposing sure is hard on the knees.”

Nicole laughs again as she stands too, careful to hold her hand up so the 
ring doesn’t fall off. Then she calls me a jackass before I smile like a jackass 
and lean in for one long, last kiss. She relents and when we’re in each other's 
arms, I whisper in her ear, “My baby has the best butter of  them all,” and she’s 
still laughing as we walk hand-in-hand into the Food For All, just like we were 
always meant to do.

It is a happy day because it is a terrible day and all I can do is imagine all 
the terrible things that are about to happen. I stand at my register with a smile 
on my face and I continue to sip at my coffee, which has since been refilled 
with both coffee and bourbon, and I am warm to the odd visions of  Armaged-
don that dominate my demeanor. The first woman, for example, seems scarred 
by radioactive fallout, half  her face is blistered and black, and I can even see 
where the skin is burnt off. The event must have traumatized her severely as 
she is unable to look me in the eyes and I can only assume that she is now also 
hard of  hearing since one of  her ears is missing, so I lean forward and yell, 
“That’s a good look for you,” but she only looks up as if  she didn’t know what 
I mean and says, “Thank you, I think,” and I say, “You’re welcome,” and ring 
up her 7-layer bean dip and jumbo-sized jar of  mayonnaise. Then I hand her 
the wrong change and say, “Good luck out there.” She thanks me again and 
hurriedly makes her way back into the fray.

The next woman is wearing a black leather bustier, black silk panties, and 
fishnet stockings. Her make-up is heavy and seems to have been applied while 
she was drunk so I assume she must have once been a very important person, 
perhaps once pivotal in a corporate world now rendered world-less, or maybe 
once a real estate agent, or maybe once the wife of  a governor of  California, 
but now that the only world she has known has ended, she must do whatever 
it takes in order to survive. She is also buying mayonnaise and I wonder if  it 
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has other uses besides providing much needed cholesterol to white people. 
I remind myself  to Google it later but then I remember that the end of  the 
world will also mean the end of  Google and am immediately overcome with 
a moment of  panic, but then the woman asks for a pack of  cigarettes and I 
remind myself  how necessary the end of  the world is, even if  it means the end 
of  Google, and I hand her the pack of  cigarettes she requested, and I smile, 
and I say while ringing up her cigarettes and her mayonnaise, “We have not 
lost the world,” then I give her the wrong change, and flattening my smile, I 
say, “The world has lost us.”

The woman says, “Whatever,” and is already opening the pack as she 
leaves.

Nicole is staring at me once the woman is gone. I can’t tell if  she’s smiling 
or not because she’s squinting at me. Then she mouths the words, “Stop it!” 
and I say, “It’s not my fault the world is ending,” and she rolls her eyes until 
they settle on someone or something behind me, then she raises her eyebrows 
and I turn around to see the fat face of  Mr. Binky, made even fatter by the fact 
that he no longer has a moustache.

“You shaved!” I say excitedly.
Mr. Binky pretends he never had a moustache in the first place and says, 

“What’s wrong with you?”
“You mean besides not being able to grow a full moustache?” I say.
“No,” he says.
“You’re happy,” he says.
“You’re never happy,” he says.
“Are you on drugs?” he says.
“I’m not on drugs,” I say.
“I’m high on death,” I say.
Mr. Binky massages the area above his lip where his moustache used to 

be. Then he narrows his eyes from behind his Jackie-O style glasses. Mr. Binky 
doesn’t know how to speak to me, so he turns his narrowed gaze to Nicole and 
says, “What’s wrong with him?”

“Just ignore him, Mr. Binky,” Nicole says while still squinting at me.
“He thinks the world is going to end again,” she says.
Then she pantomimes drinking from a bottle while saying, “Glug, glug.”
Mr. Binky has been the manager of  this Food For All ever since his own 

world came to an end and he dropped out of  community college in the hopes 
of  a less academic life. Mr. Binky lives at home with his sweater vests and his 
satellite dish. Occasionally a Korean woman comes to the store to bring him 
his lunch and we all suspect he bought her off  the Internet since she doesn’t 
speak a word of  English and smokes Benson & Hedges 100’s and will wait in 
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the car, not speaking English and smoking her cigarettes while Mr. Binky eats 
his noodles and kim chee in the back seat.

Mr. Binky looks back at me while massaging his upper lip and I wonder 
if  there was another reason why he shaved his moustache. Then he says, “It’s 
inappropriate to talk about the end of  the world in front of  customers.” Mr. 
Binky’s breath smells like fermented cabbage and when he nods his head au-
thoritatively, his chins ripple like a waterfall.

“How come?” I say with a smile.
“‘Cause nobody wants to hear such nonsense while shopping,” he says.
“But it’d be good for business,” I say.
“I betcha I can sell all our mayonnaise before lunch,” I say.
“It’s an end-of-the-world staple,” I say.
“Google it,” I say.
I can tell Mr. Binky doesn’t know how to speak to me and I watch as beads 

of  sweat form on his forehead and now with no moustache to dam the fall, 
they run the length of  his face, down his multiple chins until they reach the 
starched collar of  his shirt above his sweater vest.

“Just stop it!” he says as he sticks a finger in his collar. Then he’s gone and 
Nicole is trying not to smile while she shakes her head at me.

I don’t try not to smile and say, “God, this is fun!”
The next woman looks like Tina Turner in Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome 

and I quickly thank God for creating such a creature before I say to her, “Who 
run Bartertown?”

She looks at me like she doesn’t know what I’m talking about so I scan 
her jar of  mayonnaise and excitedly finish it for her with a dramatic, “Master 
Blaster runs Bartertown!” Then I nod my head at my good luck.

“I never get to use that,” I say to her. Then I hear Nicole laugh as I hand 
Tina Turner the wrong change and I love to hear Nicole laugh and I can’t 
help imagining our wedding while the world is in ruin around us. I can’t help 
imagining making love to Nicole for one last time while a blinding white light 
succeeds the horizon and eclipses the sky. I can’t help imagining how lovely it 
will be to know that being in love will be the very last thing I feel. And I can’t 
help staring at Nicole as I imagine all this.

Then an old woman with blue hair breaks my gaze. She’s buying three 
bottles of  cheap vodka with her mayonnaise and I can tell she’s the kind of  
woman who will watch the world end out her window while sitting at the 
kitchen table with a pack of  unfiltered cigarettes and a dirty glass to down her 
cheap vodka.

She must have been listening to me and Mr. Binky because the first thing 
she says is, “So how does it happen?”
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Tears had come to my eyes while I was staring at Nicole and I wipe them 
away still with a buzz in my brain and I say, “In the movie?”

“No,” she says, leaning forward confidentially.
“In real life,” she says.
“What’s the difference?” I say.
She must think I’m making a joke because she laughs before she asks for 

some Camel Straights. Then she says, “Seriously.”
“Seriously?” I say with a smile.
“Well,” I say while still smiling, looking around to make sure Mr. Binky 

isn’t listening.
“I’m thinking it will go in this order,” I say.
“Flesh-eating zombies first, then a virus, then a comet, then a nuclear ho-

locaust, then a tidal wave, then a tornado and finally, if  we’re lucky, a good old 
Biblical Armageddon, but only if  we’re lucky,” I say.

The woman laughs again and says, “Oh you kids!”
Then she informs me that I gave her the wrong change.
“There’s no such thing as right and wrong anymore,” I say and she laughs 

again but continues to hold out her hand until she stops laughing and says, 
“Seriously.”

The way she is looking at me makes me think she has a razor blade hidden 
in her shmatte so I quickly hand her the right change and then wish her luck 
with the apocalypse. She does the same and then is gone.

“The end of  the world is both exciting and scary at the same time,” I say 
to Nicole.

Nicole shakes her head at me and tries not to smile but I can still see her 
dimples anyway. Then she looks like she’s going to be sick and says, “I think 
I’m going to be sick.”

“Is it radiation poisoning?” I ask, but she’s too busy trying not to be sick 
to answer me, and instead redirects all the feminine representations of  a post-
apocalyptic world to my aisle.

My first reaction is to follow her to make sure she’s okay, but the first 
woman in front of  me looks like Leonard Nimoy in drag and while I am star-
ing at her trying to think of  something funny to say, I see the butcher coming 
down the same aisle Nicole is going up, so I stay where I am and I service 
Mrs. Nimoy and wait to look up at the smiling face of  the bald and bloody 
butcher.

He never appears, however, so I assume he must be talking to Mr. Binky, 
which allows me the freedom to redirect all visions of  our inevitable future to 
Louise’s aisle. Then I hurry outside for a cigarette.

The day is gray as I sit on the curb. The clouds are thick and I smoke my 
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cigarette while I watch them bulge, running my fingertips through the un-
shaven hairs on my chin. Brown, bare hills build to mountains on one side of  
the horizon, empty stone streets lead to a city on the other, and somewhere in 
the middle, the clouds thin enough to allow angled sunlight to fall. The scene 
resembles something familiar and I swear I had once seen such a thing in a 
painting, perhaps the kind of  thing you would see painted in oil with a chipped 
wooden frame and being sold at a garage sale; the perfect thing to see right 
before the world ends, whether at a garage sale or not.

“I wonder why it took this long,” I say to myself.
I continue to smoke my cigarette. I savor the way the tobacco tastes on 

my lips and I wish Nicole was sitting there next to me so I can say something 
about how sweet that very last cigarette will be, but then I remember that she’s 
currently throwing up in the bathroom and I wonder if  she ate some of  Mr. 
Binky’s leftover kim chee again.

I light another cigarette because I know it won’t be my last; having a 
second cigarette after a good cigarette is never as good as the first and always 
seems to reduce the positive impact of  the one that came before. But since 
I am alone and I still have some time before the world comes to an end, I sit 
there and smoke. I watch the way the clouds come closer, how slow and omi-
nous and unstoppable, as if  at any moment they will overtake everything, even 
if  I know that they will never be able to, even if  I know that they always just 
pass harmlessly above. Then I wish Nicole was there so she can see it too, and 
I remember how much I used to hate her because of  how much I loved her, 
and I am reminded how much I love her, and I remark on how unusual it is 
how much I can’t wait for the world to end even while I am in love with her, 
and I wonder if  the reason why the world has become what it has is because 
that at the core we all hate ourselves so much that we want nothing more 
than to ruin everything, to tear everything apart as if  we were tearing apart 
ourselves, especially everything we love most in this world. Then I see Mr. 
Binky’s brown van parked at the end of  the parking lot, and I see Mr. Binky’s 
mail-order wife from Korea sitting in the passenger’s seat, probably waiting for 
Mr. Binky to come out and get his lunch, and I see Mrs. Binky holding a Tup-
perware container of  noodles, and I watch as she allows a large globule of  spit 
fall from her mouth and into the noodles. Then she mixes it all up with a pair 
of  chopsticks before covering the container with the lid.

I nod my head. Then I remind myself  that sometimes it’s not just the 
things we love that we love to hate, sometimes it’s the things we hate, too. It’s 
no wonder why the world is the way it is, I think. It’s no wonder why the whole 
thing is about to come to an end. It’s the only way to kill our selves without 
having to consider it suicide. It’s the only way to be assured that everything 
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we love and everything we hate will achieve the same miserable, lonely ending. 
They call it apathy but that’s not what I call it.

“I call it being an American,” I say to myself.
Then I wish Nicole is there to call me crazy. I wish Nicole is there so I can 

remind myself  that there is somebody who loved and hated me just as much 
as I loved and hated myself. But since she’s not, I wave to Mr. Binky’s Korean 
wife and walk back into the Food For All, miserable and alone, just like I al-
ways used to do.

I return to my register to find Nicole still not at hers and the Food For 
All less populated with survivors so I immediately make my way to the back to 
make sure she’s okay. I steal a bottle of  bourbon along the way just in case she 
needs a drink and I take a drink just in case I need one too.

The back is empty of  the butcher and there are no sounds of  hacking 
meat coming from the freezer. I was looking forward to running into him since 
if  anyone would be well acquainted with the end of  everything, it would be the 
butcher. But since he is nowhere to be found, I console myself  with another 
gulp and find Nicole coming out of  the bathroom as I approach. She looks 
like she’s been throwing up as her eyes bulge slightly from their sockets and she 
wipes her lips with her mouth open as if  she wasn’t sure if  she was going to 
throw up again. Then she sees me and tries to smile and I smile back and put 
a hand on her back and ask her how she’s feeling. I ask her if  she’s been eating 
Mr. Binky’s leftover kim chee again.

“I haven’t eaten anything today,” she says.
“Think it might be Wedding Day jitters,” she says.
I can see that she’s resorted to using a piece of  scotch tape in order to 

keep the engagement ring in place upon her finger and I smile at how cute 
such a thing is and lean in for a kiss. She does not stop me even though I im-
mediately realize that she hasn’t brushed her teeth and I can taste the bile on 
her lips and make a face like I had just eaten a lemon.

“Now that’s what I call love,” she says with a smile before putting her 
hand to her mouth like she was going to throw up again.

I hold up the bourbon and she looks at me like I’m crazy. Then she says, 
“You should have stolen me a bottle of  Pepto.” Then she tells me that she’ll 
be fine and we start walking back to our respective registers.

“I heard the butcher talking to the Binky in between throw-ups,” she 
says.

“They were talking about you,” she says.
I take another swig of  booze. “Oh yeah?” I say.
“Yeah,” she says.
“Binky told the butcher that you’re scaring everybody with all your talk of  
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the world ending,” she says.
“And by everybody he means you and him,” I say.
Nicole laughs and says, “I think he just means him.”
Then I tell her about Mr. Binky’s Korean wife and what the secret ingredi-

ent in his noodles is.
“That’s awesome!” she says.
“I knew there was a reason why I liked her,” she says.
“But she didn’t spit in the kim chee too, did she?” she says.
Since we are almost back to our appointed positions, I put my hand around 

Nicole again and steal another quick, bilious kiss. Then I say, “I wouldn’t worry 
about it.”

“That shit is strong enough to kill Ebola,” I say.
Then we are back where we are supposed to be and I hear Louise mutter, 

“It’s about time!” and we both look at each other and laugh.
“Poor Louise,” I whisper across to Nicole, but before we can do anything 

to relieve her burden, Mr. Binky is between us and his eyes are narrower than 
normal and he’s informing us of  the staff  meeting that requires our immediate 
presence. His chins are trembling as he says this since he knows how much 
we both hate staff  meetings. Usually me and Nicole will take turns coming 
up with excuses why we will be unable to attend. The last time we had a staff  
meeting, I suddenly came down with a painful outbreak of  genital herpes, 
which would not allow me to sit for long stretches of  time, while Nicole said 
she had forgotten her medication for her Tourette’s and spouted a string of  
curses that even made me blush. But this time, since the world is coming to an 
end, I figure we having nothing to lose but the time until it does, so I shrug my 
shoulders at Nicole, and say to Binky’s surprise, “Awesome!”

“I love a good staff  meeting,” I say.
Nicole looks at me like I’m crazy, then she looks like she’s going to be sick 

again, then she says, “Whatever,” and we both follow the stumpy steps of  Mr. 
Binky into the meeting room. I ask Mr. Binky how his lunch was as we go.

The butcher is already standing in front of  the table as we enter the room. 
There is an easel next to him with a large white pad of  paper on it and he has 
already written in black magic marker: THE END OF THE WORLD, then 
he drew a circle around it and crossed the whole thing out with a single, thick 
black line.

“I wonder what the meeting’s going to be about,” I whisper to Nicole.
Nicole laughs and whispers back, “Maybe the butcher’s going to run for 

governor and that’s his campaign slogan.”
We’re both laughing to ourselves as we take our seats at the far end of  the 

table across from Javier the janitor, who is the only other person present at the 
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staff  meeting besides the butcher and Mr. Binky. Javier only speaks Spanish 
and will spend most of  the day in the break room watching Telemundo. Oc-
casionally he’ll appear to yell at us in Spanish about all the cigarette butts we 
leave outside, doing so while pointing one of  those butts provocatively at us, 
which usually serves to remind us that we haven’t had a cigarette in a while and 
immediately leads to us going outside to have one. That’s how I learnt what 
“hijoputa” means.

Javier smiles at us and says, “Hola.”
We both say, “Hey, Javier,” and then the butcher asks Mr. Binky if  we’re 

all here as if  he was unaware how few people worked at this Food For All. 
“Except for Louise,” Binky says.
“Whose Louise?” says the butcher.
This is how most meetings begin so I amuse myself  by placing my hand 

surreptitiously on Nicole’s thigh. Then I pretend to readjust myself  in my 
chair so that I can move my hand as high as it will go. Nicole looks at me 
with a sense of  sex in her eyes and mouths the words, “Don’t stop.” Then she 
puts her hands in her lap so they are on top of  mine and squeezes her legs 
together.

Finally the butcher and the Binky settle on the question of  who the wom-
an named Louise is and why she is not at the staff  meeting, and the butcher 
prepares to address the three of  us by taking a deep breath and wiping his 
bloody hands off  on his apron.

“I know we’ve all heard the rumors that the world is going to end,” he 
begins.

“Which is why we called this meeting,” he says. 
At which point I interrupt to say, “Because it is?”
Normally I would not be so bold when it comes to interrupting the butch-

er, but there is less of  a chance that the butcher will murder me with a meat 
cleaver in front of  the entire staff, even if  half  of  the people present would 
welcome such a thing.

The butcher shakes his head and I can tell he would love to murder me 
with a meat cleaver. Instead, he says, “Because it’s not.” Then he points at what 
he wrote on the white pad.

“Well, that’s a relief,” I say.
The butcher looks at Binky who pantomimes drinking from a bottle with 

a “Glug, glug.” Then the butcher says, “Of  course,” and continues.
“So to start again,” the butcher says.
“I know we’ve all heard the rumors that the world is coming to an end, 

and I just wanted to gather everybody here together to assure you all that the 
world, in fact, is not coming to an end,” the butcher says as bored and bald as 
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ever. Then he looks at Mr. Binky and says, “Satisfied?”
The Binky had been busy eating his lunch of  noodles and mucus, and 

looks up while sucking a noodle through pursed lips to say, “Yes, thank you.”
“Great,” the butcher says with a roll of  his eyes. Then he makes the mis-

take of  asking if  there are any questions and I slowly raise my hand.
“Does anyone else have any questions?” the butcher says, staring mostly 

at Javier who responds with a “Que?”
“I have a question,” I say.
“Fine, what’s your question?” he says.
“I was just wondering,” I begin, trying not to look at Nicole from the 

corner of  my eye.
“When the world does end do you think it will be more like Planet of  the 

Apes or The Road Warrior?” I say.
The butcher tries not to smile and says, “The world is not going to end.”
“I know,” I say.
“But if  it does, I was just wondering because if  it’s going to be like The 

Road Warrior. I really have no appropriate homoerotic clothing, no ass-less 
chaps, no studded dog collars, no hockey paraphernalia, so I was just wonder-
ing if  I had to go clothes shopping before the end comes,” I say.

“Planet of  the Apes would be so much easier,” I say.
I hear Nicole stifle a laugh as the butcher shakes his head.
“I just said the world is not going to come to an end,” he says.
“And anyway, The Road Warrior is one of  my favorite movies of  all time 

and I didn’t notice any homoeroticism at all,” he says.
“Really?” I say.
The butcher looks confused.
“Do you mean really about the end of  the world, or really about the ho-

moeroticism?” he says.
“Both,” I say.
“With a slight emphasis on the homoeroticism part,” I add.
It is about at this point in the debate over the homoerotic nature of  The 

Road Warrior that the phone begins to ring in Mr. Binky’s office, which is the 
room next to the meeting room, and he mutters, “Thank God!” as he excuses 
himself  to answer it.

The butcher, meanwhile, is shaking his head.
“This really is not the point of  the meeting,” he says.
“And besides, maybe it’ll be more like Night of  the Living Dead and you 

won’t have to change your wardrobe at all,” he says.
“Or maybe The Omega Man,” Nicole offers encouragingly.
“Yes,” the butcher agrees.
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“Maybe it’ll be just like The Omega Man and all you’ll need is a hooded 
cape and some sunglasses,” the butcher says, which then lends quite naturally 
into a conversation regarding why Charlton Heston was in so many pre- and 
post-apocalyptic movies. I am contending that it was to propagate NRA pro-
paganda as Mr. Binky returns.

He goes straight to the butcher and whispers something in his ear. The 
butcher listens with a look of  surprise, then he nods his head as if  whatever 
Mr. Binky relayed to him was exactly what he had expected.

Meanwhile, Nicole is saying that he wasn’t the head of  the NRA back then 
and I’m saying that he probably learned how to time travel while on the set of  
Planet of  the Apes and that he probably knew he would someday achieve such 
a position and was laying the groundwork for his future of  political senility. 
Then the butcher holds up his bloody hands calling for everybody’s attention.

The butcher wipes the blood off  on his apron and says, “Well, we just got 
a call from corporate.” Then he pauses as if  he’s not sure how to say what he’s 
about to say. Then he just shrugs his shoulders and comes out with it. “And 
apparently, the world is, in fact, coming to an end,” he says.

I look at Nicole with a smirk and say, “Told you so.”
Nicole rolls her eyes at me and then says to the butcher, “Is that supposed 

to be a joke?”
The butcher shakes his head and tries to seem sad but is smiling too much 

to pull it off. “Afraid not,” he says.
“Really?” Nicole says.
The butcher nods his bald and bloody head. “Really,” he says.
“Corporate says we got about an hour,” Mr. Binky adds.
“You’re kidding, right?” Nicole says again.
“No, we’re not,” Binky says as he sucks up another noodle.
“So what are we going to do?” Nicole says, looking from the butcher to 

the Binky and finally to me.
I shrug my shoulders. Then I say, “Let’s ask Javier.”
“Seriously!” she says.
“Seriously,” I say.
Nicole shakes her head at me and then squeezes her legs together until 

they’re painfully crushing my hand. Then she turns to Mr. Binky and says, 
“Well, did they at least say how it’s going to happen?”

Binky is staring into his noodles.
“They said it’s in the food,” he says.
“The food?” Nicole says.
“I don’t understand,” she says, this time looking at me.
I am still rubbing my crushed hand. I still have a smile on my face, which 
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is even broader than before from the irony of  having something so simple be 
responsible for something so necessary.

“Makes sense,” I say.
“How does it make sense?” Nicole says.
“Biotechnology,” I say.
“Genetically-modified food,” I say.
“For once he’s right,” Mr. Binky says. Then he finishes his noodles with 

one long, last slurp.
“Monsanto has already issued an official apology for the inconvenience 

of  ending the world,” he says.
“Monsanto?” Nicole says.
“Seems one of  their scientists decided to add a gene of  his own,” he 

says.
“Seems it’s programmed to turn the brain off  on April 20th at 4:20PM,” 

he says.
“Nice!” I say.
Mr. Binky shakes his head and says, “It was supposed to be his idea of  a 

joke but I don’t get it.”
“A joke?” Nicole says.
I nudge Nicole’s elbow and mouth “420” while nodding my head.
“Oh!” she says while rolling her eyes.
“That is kinda funny,” she admits, but she still looks confused.
“But it can’t be in all the food, can it?” she says.
Mr. Binky wipes his mouth of  soy sauce and mucus, and says, “No, it’s 

not in all the food.”
“But since Monsanto has been spreading its seed all over the world for 

years, its made it into most of  it,” he says.
“Soy beans, for example, are used in just about everything, hot dogs even,” 

he says.
“Plus it’s fed to animals so it’s even made it into meat,” the butcher adds.
“Plus the growth hormone they inject into cows,” I throw in.
“Plus the cross-pollination from GMO crops to non-GMO crops,” Binky 

concludes.
“This is crazy!” Nicole says.
“Yep,” we all echo.
I can tell Nicole is not as enthusiastic about the ironic end of  the world as 

I am so I put my arm around her, no longer caring what such a maneuver may 
mean to the other men in the room who witness it, especially Javier.

Then I say in an attempt to cheer her up, “And the craziest part is that 
we already grew enough food to feed the entire world twice over and yet they 
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marketed GMOs as a way to end world famine.”
“Not to mention that at the same time the government is paying farm-

ers to dump subsidized milk because of  over-production, Monsanto creates a 
growth hormone to increase milk production,” I say.

“And the government made farmers buy it,” I say.
“It’s actually kind of  funny if  you think about it,” I say with a smile on 

my face.
“That is kind of  funny,” the butcher says.
Nicole looks at both of  us like we’re idiots. “Yeah, that’s great!” she says.
“But what the fuck do we do now?” she says.
“There’s no reason to curse,” Mr. Binky says.
Nicole ignores him and looks at me.
“Seriously,” she says.
“What the fuck are we supposed to do?” she says.
I shrug my shoulders. Then I smile. I can tell she hasn’t gotten used to the 

idea of  the world ending so I hold her hand with the scotch-taped engagement 
ring on it, and I say “First we go have a cigarette.”

Then I kiss her on the cheek.
“And then we get married,” I say.
“Married?” she says.
“You guys are getting married?” Mr. Binky says.
“Mazel tov!” the butcher says.
“Tengo que hacer pis!” Javier says.
“Thanks, Javier,” I say.
“How is getting married going to help?” Nicole says, ignoring them.
“Well, it's not,” I say.
“But if  we do happen to survive, we’ll probably be too busy running from 

flesh-eating zombies to find the time for a wedding,” I say.
“Why would there be flesh-eating zombies?” she says.
“Don’t you watch television?” I say, finally being able to roll my eyes at 

her.
“Whenever anything like this happens there is always a certain percentage 

of  the population who have an alternative response to whatever the prescribed 
response should be and that small percentage inevitably become some form 
of  flesh-eating zombies hell-bent on their own survival since, at its core, man 
is just the pinnacle of  the evolutionary extinct to exist,” I say.

“It’s Darwin’s famous zombie theory,” I say.
“Darwin,” she says.
“Really?” she says.
“Really,” I say.
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Nicole rolls her eyes again, but this time there’s also a smile on her face 
and dimples in her cheeks. Then she sighs and says, “Fine!”

“I didn’t want to die single anyway,” she says.
Then she stands and when she puts her hands on her hips, she’s as cute as 

a newlywed wife. “But I’m not getting married without my mother!” she says.
“Your mother?” I say.
“Yes, my mother!” she says.
“But you live all the way across town and the world is going to end in like 

an hour,” I say.
“I don’t care,” she says.
I am shaking my head. I am enthusiastically rolling my eyes.
“But she’s a drunk,” I say.
“I’ve never even seen her eat food,” I say.
“Can’t we just pick her up later?” I say.
“Nope,” she says.
“But what about the flesh-eating zombies,” I whine.
Apparently Nicole thinks I’m cute when I whine because she bends over 

to kiss me on the forehead. Then she says, “Take the butcher’s gun with you.” 
And then she marches out of  the meeting room.

“How did she know I had a gun?” the butcher says to me.
“Cause you always give me a gun,” I say.
“Right,” he says.
Then I stand and the butcher takes his gun out of  his pocket and hands it 

to me. I thank him, and before I leave the room he reminds me to aim high.
I find Nicole in the parking lot. She is already smoking a cigarette. She is 

already staring at the city on a hill along the horizon. The clouds have since 
surpassed the Food For All and the sun is setting in their wake. The sky is 
beautiful colors of  blue and orange and red, and the wind is calm and warmer 
than the air around it, and when I’m standing besides Nicole, she says some-
thing about how beautiful it is. She says something about how perfect it is. And 
I tell her that soon it will always be that way. I tell her that soon there will be no 
one left to ruin it. Then she turns to me and whether there should be tears in 
her eyes or not, there are, and she asks me how I can be so calm, and I flatten 
my smile, and I kiss her on the cheek, and I put my arm around her so we’re as 
close as we ever could be, and I say, “Because I love you.” And she laughs as if  
she’s laughing at how important I think such a thing is and she leans her head 
on my shoulder and I can hear that she’s still crying, so I tell her not to worry. 
I tell her that soon the world will only be for us.

“How can you be sure?” she says.
“‘Cause we only eat organic and we both hate tofu,” I say.
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Then she laughs again as if  such a thing could be that simple and I watch 
as she wipes the tears from her eyes. Then she lifts her head from my shoulder 
and puckers her lips indicating that she wants a kiss. I comply, appreciating the 
taste of  tobacco on her lips. Then she smacks me on the ass and tells me to 
get going.

“But I haven’t had a cigarette yet,” I say.
Nicole rolls her eyes as she hands me her keys.
“Have one in the car,” she says.
Then she tells me to be careful out there and I say, “Who needs to be 

careful when you have the butcher’s gun in your pocket,” and as I walk away I 
wonder if  I will ever see Nicole again. Then I turn around before I get in the 
car and see Nicole staring at me from in front of  the Food For All and realize 
that I will always see Nicole again. Then I get in the car and start the car and 
light a cigarette while I wait for it to warm up. Nicole drives an old Mercedes 
station wagon and only uses bio-diesel so it’s not as convenient as other cars 
especially when having to rush to retrieve her mother for our wedding before 
the world will end.

I am anxious for the opportunity to shoot something as I’m driving. I as-
sume that word of  the end of  the world has spread and that chaos would have 
already broken out in the streets. I assume that once people realize that noth-
ing really matters anymore they will begin to act accordingly. But the streets are 
calm and traffic is just as bad as ever.

I turn on the radio to hear the same songs playing that are always playing. 
I gaze out my window as I drive on the sidewalk and see people doing what 
they’re always doing, except, of  course, for those diving out of  the way of  my 
car as I drive on the sidewalk. Perhaps they don’t know, I think. Or perhaps 
they do know but they don’t care, which would make more sense. I have to 
resist the urge to shoot at random things as I speed along the sidewalk, just 
to make sure they’re all still alive. There’s no greater confirmation of  life than 
death, but I’m in too much of  a hurry to aim properly.

I check my cell phone as I park the car in front of  Nicole’s house and 
realize I only have about twenty minutes left. I check my gun. Then I’m out of  
the car with the gun in my hand and I’m running to her front door as if  I was 
running from flesh-eating zombies. Then I knock before I remember that I 
don’t have time for that and am about to kick open the door when I remember 
that Nicole’s mother never locks the front door. Then I’m inside the house, 
standing in the living room and Nicole’s mother is drunk upon the couch with 
a bottle of  gin in her lap and watching an old episode of  Seinfeld.

It’s the Soup Nazi, easily one of  my favorites, and if  the world wasn’t 
coming to an end, I would have sat down on the couch to watch, but since 
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the world has about fifteen minutes left, I say, “Come on, Shmoopie, we got a 
wedding to go to!”

Nicole’s mother is too drunk to get the Shmoopie reference even if  I’m 
referring to the thing she’s watching, and she drunkenly looks up at me and 
then at the gun in my hand and says, “Hallo, Irving,” with eyes that can barely 
open and drool on her lips.

“Hey, Nicole’s mom,” I say.
Then I explain to her that the world is going to end and that I’m marry-

ing her daughter before it happens but she won’t marry me without her being 
present, but she had faded out during my explanation, and comes back after 
I’ve finished with a “What now, dear?”

Then I shake my head and say, “We don’t have time for this,” and decide 
to take a different approach. So I aim the butcher’s gun at the bottle of  gin in 
her lap and tell her that if  she doesn’t come with me right now, that I will shoot 
every bottle of  booze in the house.

This proves to be significantly more effective and she rises from the couch, 
dropping the bottle of  gin as she does, and then falls like a dead weight into my 
arms. “All you had to do was ask,” she slurs. Then I pick up her bottle of  gin 
and we stumble our way out to the car.

I am driving like a madman back to the Food For All. Though I am confi-
dent of  our chances of  surviving the end of  the world, there is always a chance 
that we won’t and as I speed around corners and shoot off  the heads of  drivers 
who make the mistake of  getting in my way, Nicole’s mother vomits violently 
out the window. Between her bouts of  vomiting and my bouts of  gunplay, I 
can hear her laughing hysterically, and when she’s expelled the entire contents 
of  her stomach, she leans back in the car and closes the window and says, 
“Now this is how you drive to wedding!” and I laugh and tell her to pass me 
the bottle. Then I take a long hard swig. Then I shoot off  the head of  a yuppie 
driving an Audi with a “No War For Oil” bumper sticker. Then I say, “I wish 
the world was ending everyday,” and Nicole’s mother laughs and says, “I can 
see why my daughter likes you so much.”

By the time we make it back to the Food For All, I had chalked up three 
Audis, two BMWs, a Lexus and a Hummer, as well as a man in a suit and a 
briefcase who ignored a homeless man who was asking for some change. His 
death, of  course, had no impact on traffic, but when you’re in the middle of  
a good old-fashioned shooting spree, you just have to go with your instincts. 
And once I had cleared traffic and was driving down the long, empty road back 
to the store, I realized that the only ones to survive this particular extinction 
level event would be the homeless, the alcoholics, the drug addicts, and the 
hippies who hated tofu, since they were the ones who got the least amount of  
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genetically-modified vegetables in their diet, and I realized just what an inter-
esting place the world will become.

Then I’m speeding through the parking lot of  the Food For All as Ni-
cole’s mother sloppily snores and I can see Nicole still standing outside and 
she’s waving as I come to a stop in front of  the store.

“I didn’t think you’d make it,” she is saying as I get out of  the car. Then 
she wraps her arms around me and holds me harder than she’s ever held me 
before.

“How’s mom?” she says once she lets go.
Before I can answer, she climbs into the car and I hear, “Oh my God, 

she’s already dead!”
“She’s just drunk,” I say.
Then I hear her mother mumble something and then throw up out the 

window again.
“Thank God!” Nicole says. Then she opens the passenger door and push-

es her mother out of  the car. Both of  us are required to carry her arm-in-arm 
into the store.

There’s only a few minutes left and the staff  of  the Food For All have 
all gathered in the Produce aisle for the festivities. There’s the butcher and 
the Binky. There’s Binky’s Korean mail-order wife and Javier. There’s Louise 
and Nicole’s drunken mother. There’s a handful of  shoppers who must have 
decided to wait out the apocalypse at one of  the sources of  its inception. And 
then there’s Nicole. And then there’s me.

I hand the butcher his gun back with a “Thanks.” Then I take my position 
next to Nicole who has tears in her eyes and dimples in her cheeks. She is as 
beautiful as the day I first walked into the Food For All. I remember she was 
at her register, innocently helping a woman who looked like my mother, hav-
ing no idea of  what her life was about to become. I could only see the back of  
her head, and with only her short black hair and the pale skin of  her neck for 
me to stare at, I wondered if  she would be as beautiful as I imagined once she 
turned around. And then she turned around and when our eyes met, I was im-
mediately filled with a feeling I was unfamiliar with, a feeling of  insecurity and 
uncertainty, a feeling of  wanting something, of  wanting to become something 
I wasn’t, of  wanting something that I never thought I’d be able to have. And 
then when she smiled, all the feeling seem to bleed out my body. And when she 
waved, it all came back again.

We are standing shoulder-to-shoulder and there’s only a minute or two 
left for the world and I take her hand and I turn to her and I say, “I remember 
when,” and she interrupts me with, “We don’t have time for that!”

Then the butcher is standing in front of  us and his smile is as big and as 
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bloody as ever and I say, “You’re going to do the ceremony?”
The butcher wipes his bloody hands off  on his apron. Then he takes both 

our hands. “I used to be a rabbi,” he says.
“That makes sense,” I say.
Then he says a few things about God and life, about love and being loved, 

about what’s it like to be husband and wife. Then he asks each of  us if  we will 
have the other, and we both say, “I do.”

Then he says, “Well,” and for the first time in all the time that I’ve known 
the butcher, he looks sincere, and he says, “Then I now pronounce you hus-
band and wife.”

And we both look at each other. And neither of  us can believe what has 
just happened. And while we slowly move towards each other for the first kiss 
that is bound to last for the rest of  our lives, I watch from the corner of  my 
eye as those who have gathered begin to fall. And I wait to feel my body do the 
same. And I hope there is enough time for our lips to meet. And then they do. 
And then we kiss. And it seems to last a lifetime. And I pray that it won’t last a 
lifetime. And then slowly, with all the effort of  the rest of  our lives, we release 
from our embrace to find ourselves together, breathing heavily and standing 
before the smiling face of  the bald and bloody butcher.

The butcher claps his hands with a loud “Mazel tov!” Then we look 
around us to find everyone else already dead. Mr. Binky collapsed upon the 
belly of  his Korean wife, Louise and the patrons in a pile like a pyramid, Javier 
and his mop like the poisoned bodies of  Romeo and Juliet, and finally, Nicole’s 
drunken mother snoring heavily upon a heap of  oranges.

Then the three of  us look at each other, and none of  us seem to know 
what to do next. So the butcher congratulates us again and shakes our hands 
and says, “Well, that wasn’t so bad.”

And Nicole is laughing and then she’s crying and then she says, “So what 
now?”

And I feel something I’ve never felt before. And I look at Nicole as if  it 
was the first time I was ever looking at her. And I smile. And I say, “Now I 
want a cigarette.”

Nicole is smiling in a way I’ve never seen her smile before. Nicole is look-
ing at me in a way she has never looked at me before. “So go have a cigarette,” 
she says.

“I meant with you,” I say.
“I know what you meant,” she says.
Then she kisses me.
Then she says, “I can’t.”
Then she puts her arms around me, and I’m surprised by how easy every-
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thing seems now, and she whispers into my ear, “I’m pregnant.”
I can feel my body go limp and I wonder if  the gene that will turn off  my 

brain is just late for work. “Is it Javier’s?” I ask.
Nicole rolls her eyes and laughs and says, “No.”
“I took a pregnancy test while you were gone,” she says.
“I actually took three of  them,” she says.
“Oh,” I say, wondering what it means to get married, to get pregnant and 

to end the world all on the same day. Then I try to recall every movie I can 
think of  where something like this has happened before.

“Can we name it Shake if  it’s a boy?” I say.
“Of  course not,” Nicole says.
Then I nod my head, and I am so happy that I walk out of  the Food For 

All as if  I was a flesh-eating zombie ready to consume what’s left of  the world. 
And as I smoke, I stare at the empty city upon a hill before me. And I wonder 
what kind of  a father I will be without television.
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nominations. Find him at www.hangingmossjournal.com

Jonathan Olshefski is a Philadelphia-based artist, photographer, and
filmmaker whose work deals with themes of  connection and alienation in
the context of  urban life. His documentaries strive to unveil and
celebrate a myriad of  mysterious regions and inhabitants in the city. For more 
visit www.myfaeriestory.com and www.thescrapper.org.
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Nanette Rayman Rivera, two-time Pushcart nominee is author of  the poetry 
collection Project: Butterflies by Foothhills Publishing and a chapbook, alegrias, 
by Lopside Press.  She is the first winner of  the Glass Woman Prize for mem-
oir, and her poem “Shoes,” was published in Best of  the Net 2007. She was 
recently nominated again for Best of  the Net by Slant Journal. Publications 
include The Worcester Review, Oranges & Sardines, MiPOesias, Pebble Lake Review, 
Carve Magazine, Stirring’s Steamiest Six, Pedestal, and Wheelhouse. She is listed in 
IMBD and Turner Classic Movies for her roles in Stephan’s Silver Bell and Guns 
on the Clackamas.  She played a silent waitress on All My Children. 

Brandon Roy’s work has appeared in a numerous journals, including the
Ottawa Arts Review, Loch Raven Review, Origami Condom, Pedestal Magazine, and 
Pocket Change. His first book, Chaos Love Theory, has yet to be released.  He cur-
rently resides in southwest Louisiana.

Jeff  Schiff ’s Mixed Diction is forthcoming from Mammoth Books in summer 
2009. He is author of  Anywhere in this Country (Mammoth Press), The Homily of  
Infinitude (Pennsylvania Review Press), The Rats of  Patzcuaro (Poetry Link), Re-
sources for Writing About Literature (HarperCollins), and Burro Heart (Mammoth 
Books). His work has appeared internationally in more than eighty periodicals, 
including The Alembic, Grand Street, The Ohio Review, Poet & Critic, The Louisville 
Review, Tendril, Pembroke Magazine, Carolina Review, and Chicago Review. He has 
taught at Columbia College Chicago since 1987.

Allan Shapiro lives in San Francisco. He enjoys collecting unemployment and 
watching CSPAN while self-medicating. Other Food For All stories can be 
found in the upcoming issues of  Pank and Eclectica. Other non-Food For All 
stories can be found in The Ne’er-Do-Well, GUD, Cantaraville, and The Ampersand 
Review.


